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Abstract

We study the Langevin equation for stochastic quantization of gravity. By

introducing two independent variables with a second-class constraint for the grav-

itational Meld, we formulate a pair of the Langevin equations for gravity which

couples with white noises. After eliminating the multiplier field for the second-

class constraint, we show that the equations leads to stochastic quantization of

gravity inducting an unique superspace metric.
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1. Introduction

Stochastic Quantization (in short, SQ ) was first introduced by Parisi and Wu'"

as an interesting alternative quantization method.1'1 SQ is ordinally formulated by

a Langevin equation which is coupled with a white noise. The formulation based

on the Langevin equation is appropriate for the numerical calculation, provided

that it is coupled with a white noise, while it seems to be not so suitable for the

investigation of the symmetry properties of the system ( such as renormalizability,

unitarity, spontaneous symmetry breaking, etc. ).

Oil the elder hand, since a Fokker-Planck equation is an aquation for the

probability distribution functional of the system, it properly reflects the symmetry

properties of the system. In other word, the Folcker-Planck ( in short, F-P )

equation is constructed from the invariance principle under the symmetries of the

system. In this sense, the description in terms of the F-P equation is preferable for

the investigation of the symmetry properties in SQ.

This fact becomes more transparent if we consider a stochastic process of a

quantum mechanical system on a Riemannian manifold {qA, GAB). The drift force

of this system is assumed to be given by the gradient of a scalar function S[q] on the

manifold, namely 8AS=jp The system is invariant under the general coordinate

transformation on the manifold

From the invariance principle under the transformation (1-1), the F-P equation is

given by

P{q,t) = -±=dAGABVG(dB + dBS)P{q,t), (1.2)

for the scalar distribution functional which is normalized

= l. (1.3)f
In (1.2), G and GAB are felGAg and the inverse of GAB, respectively. F-P equation

(1.2) is manifestly invariant under the general coordinate transformation (1.1). In
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the sense of Ito's stochastic calculus, the Langevin equation which is in Tact

equivalent to the F-P equation (1.2) is given by1'1

* = -GAOagS + ~^dB{GAB^/G) + i*. (1.4)

In this equation, the noise variables (/* is defined by

(1.5)

where the "Veilbeine " ef satisfies GAB = efef. A peculiar feature of (1.4) is

the appearance of a non-covatiant term -A^Da{G*B\/G). This term is necessary

for the covariance of the Langevin equation (1.4) under the transformation (1.1)

because q* is not a contravariant vector in the sense of ito's stochastic calculus.1"

In Ito's stochastic calculus, we have

= id fAqB\ + (^B0cf
A\ (GBC\ .

This implies that qA is not a contravariant vector under the general coordinate

transformation (1.1). Thus when we study the symmetry properties of the system

described by the Langevin equation, we must be careful for the transformation

property of qA. However note that the Langevin equation (1.4) is totally covariant

under the general coordinate transformation (1.1). Although the Langevin equation

(1.4) is equivalent to F-P equation (1.2) in the sense of Ito's stochastic calculus,

the appearance of the non-covaiiant term makes the study of symmetry properties

of the system somewhat complicated.

In stochastic quantization of gravity, it has been pointed out that the Langevin

equation takes the form of (1.4) under the following identification"'

where G*£f° (() is so called DeWitt's superspace metric ( a metric tensor in the
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configuration space ) which is defined by

(1-8)

is defined by

= 5 vW V + a* V + Ca'V) •

In general, there remains the non-covariant tenn in (1.4) except for the special

value of the constant Q — — 1 in (1.8).

In this short note, we propose a formulation of stochastic quantization of gravity

based on a pair of Langevin equations which couple with white noises. The pair

of Langevin equations include two independent variables for the gravitational field

for which we require a second-class constraint by introducing a Lagrange multiplier

field. A similar system of a pair of Langevin equations has been discussed in Ref.T

ivltere the multiplier field of a constraint remains to be governed by an additional

Langcvin equation. We show that since the constraint is a second-class one, the

multiplier field of the constraint is eliminated by the consistency condition of the

constraint. We also show that after eliminating the multiplier field for the second-

class constraint, the pair of Langevin equation takes the form (1.4) without the

non-covariant term. Our claim is that, in D-dimensional space-time, an appropriate

choice of the independent variables in a pair of the Langevin equations gives an

unique form of the Langevin equation in which the DeWitl's type superspace metric

is slightly different from (1.8) and it satisfies the following conditions

G = detG. „ = constant,

^ (

This implies that the non-covariaat term in (1.4) vanishes in the Langevin equation

for gravity which is equivalent to the pair of the langevin equations coupled with

white noises.
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2. Invariant Path-Integra) Measure
and The Langevin Equation for Gravity

We first discuss a metric tensor in the configuration space {#,,„} ( DeWitt's

type superspace metric ) in connection with the invariant path-integrai measure.

A Langevin equation for gravity is formulated in arbitrary dimensions by using an

appropriate choice of the field variable for the gravitational field and a metric in

the configuration space {g^} ( we call it superspace metric in short ).

We start from the DeWitt's superspace metric (1.8) which defines an invariant

path-integral

j g , . ) = constant, (2.1)

where G (DI , , ,(0 denotes the determinant of the DeWitt's metric G^'^0- Espe-

cially in •J-dimcnsions, the De Witt's superspace metric satisfies the condition (1.9).

More explicitly

*; *'N = conslant- (2-2)

Furthermore for a special choice of the constant £ — — 1, it satisfies

^ i ) « 4 ( « ; * ' ) } = o, (2.3)

where G^{( = - 1 ) is the inverse of G ^ * ( C = - 1 ) . These conditions are

sufficient to obtain a Langevin equation for gravity which does not include the

non-covariant term in (1.4) in the case of 4-dimensional space-time. We note that,

in D-dimensions, DeWitt's metric does not satisfy the condition (2.2).

In the following, we want to argue a Mason why the superspace metric GjJ'JJLK)

satisfies the condition (2.2) only in 4-dimensional space-time. Following the analysis

by Fujikawa, the fundamental variables which give a BRS invariant path-integral
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measure in D-diinensional space-time are defined by

L , D - 4
9^=9 9^, * = -T7T-'

0 + 4 (2A)

g'^g'g-": l-2£.

In terms of the field variables (2.4), an invariant path-integral in DeWitt's sense

may be given by

- jdD*G'""°(QD)ihvi9,°) = constant. (2.5)

Here the most general form of the superspace metric G*"' f°((D) is determined from

the invariance of (2.5) uniicr the D-dimensional general coordinate transformation

as follows

&"••"{<„) = i j " * (9"V° + ?°g"> + CoS" V ) , (2-6)

where g = detj,,;.. C,D is an arbitrary constant. Since R^Sg^ „] is just the invariant

measure, the superspace metric (2.6) should satisfy the condition corresponding to

(2.2) in D-dimensions, namely,

det{G"':|"'Ki))S
I)(z; *')} = constant. 12.7)

It is now clear why the DeWitt's superspace metric (1.8) satisfies the condition (2.2)

only in 4-dimensional space-time: From (2.4), gfU and •Jgg"" are the fundamental

variables for the path-integral only in 4-dimensions. In D-dimensional space-time,

the variables in (2.4) define a BRS invariant path-integral measure which implies

a constant determinant of the superspace metric (2.6).

'.n O-dimensions, the superspace metric (2.6) also satisfies the condition corre-

sponding to (2.3) for a special value of the constant (p = — jf. For the convenience

in the following discussions we denote GILV'pB(Cn ~ ~Tf) = Cltt''f9- The inverse of
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the superspace metric G""'f" is given by

which satisfies

In (2.9), the functional derivative is defined by

where 5-function SD{x\ z1) is a by-scalar density,

fdDxSD(x;x') = fdDx'SD(x;x') = 1. (2.11)

These two conditions, (2.7) and (2.9), are a sufficient condition to obtain aLangevin

equation foi gravity without the non-covariant term appearing in (1.4).

A comment on the choice £„ = —^ is in order. The variations of the two

fundamental variables in (2A) can be connected with the superspace metric if and

h^v^-G^ohs^ (2.12)

Now we discuss the Langevin equation for gravity. By using the choice (D =

— jj, we obtain a Langevin equation for gravity.

(2.13)
SE= dDx JgJL

The functional derivative with respect to g1" should be taken after rewriting the

Einstein action by using the variable £'"'. The constant alpha should l>e imaginary



if we consider (2.13) in D-dimensionai Minkowski space-time, while it is a positive

constant in D-dimensiona) Euclidean space-time. Note that the Langevin equation

does not include the non-covariant term because of the appropiiate choice of the

constant Q = —^. The correlation of the noise variable ^^ may be given by

( ) | {) 'W - /'), (2.H)

from the requirement of the invariance under the D-dimensionai general coordinate

transformation. The expectation value is taken in the sense of the Ito's stochastic

calculus. From the relation (2.12), the Langevin equation (2.13) is also rewritten

In the following section, we describe how to realize the Langevin equation (2.13)

vim (2.1*1) ( or equivalenlly (2.15)) in terms of a pair of Langevin equatiors which

couple with white noises.

3. Stochastic Quantization of Gravity
with the Langevin Equation

In order to introduce white noise variables in SQ of the gravitational Held, we

first consider a system in which the variables g^x) an<' -/9QI"'(Z) »re independent

each other, that is, we introduce two independent field variables g^x) and h^ix)

which satisfy the constraint

k'\u-^g6^0, (3.1)

where g = detg^. By solving the constraint, we have

*""(*) = VS9""M- (3-2)

The system including these two independent variables is invariant under the gen-

eral coordinate transformation in 4-dimensions provided that the transformation
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property of these variables g^ix) and Wix) are that of a tensor and a tensor

density , respectively.

We extend the constraint (3.1) to the case of D-dimensions. For the variables

(2.-1), the constraint is given by

A * X . - 9 * « ? = 0, (3.3)

where y/g — gi. This leads

where g^* is also defined in (2.4).

For these independent variables, g^ix) and hllt'[x)i we assume a pair of (lie

Langevin equations with the constraint (3.3)

AS

where 7, and 7., are some constants. The classical action Sd consists of the Einstein

action and the second-class constraint

x Ki^h, - ***«• <3-6)

Here the auxiliary field qi(! is introduced as a Lagrange multiplier field of the con-

straint (3.3). In the derivative ( or variation ) A, the variables §pu and A'"' are

regarded to be independent each other and

The pair of the Langevin equations (3.5) with (3.6) is invariant under the fictitious

time independent general coordinate transformation in which the transformation

parameter is independent of the fictitious time t, provided that the noise fields r\uv

and )/'"' are transformed by the same transformation rules as those of g^v and g?*,

respectively.
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The correlations of the white noise variables ate given by

~3 (38)

(,r(z,*;.r (*'.<')) = {«„,(*.')«„(*'. <')) = o.

7j, 72 in (3 5) and 73 in (3.8) are determined from the requirement that (3.5) should

reproduce the Langevin equation of gravity (2.13). Note that the transformation

property of the white noises are consistent with the correlation (3.8).

Now we show that the pair of the Langevin equations (3.5) with (3.8) is equiv-

alent to the one (2.13) with (2.14). We first show that the multiplier field 4% of the

constraint is eliminated by using the consistency condition of the constraint. This

implies that the constraint (3.3) is a second-class one.1* In fact, by the consistency

condition

!(*•**.-**«)-«. <39»

and the constraint (3.3), we obtain

where G^.^ is defined in (2.8). The relation (2.12) implies that

6 _ Ag f i . ASE

holds. If we choose the constants — ̂ fj!^, = <*, we obtain

"" 6K" 1 ""' , (3-12)

The correlation of the noise variable £pit is evaluated in the sense of Ho's stochastic
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calculus as follows

( X I 3 >

where i3 in (3.8) is chosen to be 73 = ^"^.

The equations in (3.5) are not independent each other after eliminating the

L îgrange multiplier field ct£, we also have

9" (3-i-n
(i'"{*. «)«"(*'.»')) = \ {&•"") SD(z; x')S(i - I').

From (3.12) and (3.13), we find that the choice of the superspace metric (2.8) is

properly realized in terras of the pair of the Langevin equations coupied nith white

noises, namely, the metric tensor GAB is given by

The procedure we have illustrated above is equivalent to that of non-linear

ir-model, for example 0(7V) non-linear ir-model. We first consider an enlarged

configuration space which is spanned by {gfu} and {h'"} Then we require a

second-class constraint, it defines the induced metric G^ pg6**{x\ i') on Ihe COII-

figuraiion space of the gravitational field which is parametrized by the coordinate

{§„„}•
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4. Conclusions

We studied the Langevin system which describes stochastic quantization of

gravity. To formulate the Langevin system coupled with white noises, we in-

troduced two independent variables, each of them defines a BRS invariant path-

integral measure, with a second-class constraint. After eliminating the multiplier

field of the second-class constraint, we found the pair of the Langevin equations

realizes the Langevin equation of gravity which is manifestly invariant under the

general coordinate transformation in superspace (i.e., redefinition of the field vari-

ables ). In constructing the pair of the Langevin equations, we claimed that die

choice of the field variables is important. We showed that the appropriate choice

of the independent variables determines uniquely the superspace metric and gives

the Langevin equation which does not include the non-covarisnt term in arbitrary

dimensions.

Our formulation may provide a basic Langevin system for numerical analysis of

quattUtm gravity. One of the main advantages is that it couples with white noises.

In order to study the pair of the Langevin equations by solving the second-class

constraint on time by time, however, there remains some problems to be solved.

First of all, the DeWitt's type superspace metric is not positive definite. This may

he improved by a "Wick rotation " of the superspace metric, which is essentially

equivalent to the Wick rotation of the conformal mode. Another problem is that the

Langevin system is, in general, complex which comes from the complex white noise

in (3.8). The situation is slightly different from that of stochastic quantization

in Minkowski space-time because the complexity comes from only the complex

noise variables. We may also encounter the problem of the renormalizabilily to

obtain some sensible results. Even if we consider quantum gravity by the stochastic

quantization approach, the renormalizability may not be improved in a perturbalive

sense, however, it is still important to clarifies the BRS invariant structure of

quantum gravity in the context of stochastic quantization. The analysis of the

BKS structure based on our formulation is to appear in elsewhere. "
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